Class of 2023

67th Annual Commencement Ceremonies
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
Office of the Chancellor

Dear Class of 2023:

I offer you my most enthusiastic and heartfelt congratulations on achieving this consequential milestone on the journey of a lifetime.

Today, we celebrate you – and all the hard work, perseverance and scholarship that brought you here. You will undoubtedly look back on this occasion for many years to come, filled with a well-earned sense of pride in your accomplishments – and maybe even a sense of relief for attaining a goal that, at times, might have felt more than a little daunting.

As numerous forces upended our world, you held firmly onto your dreams and persisted in your studies through challenges none of us could have foreseen or imagined. You have by necessity developed and demonstrated skills – far beyond your academic work – that will ensure your continued success: resilience, flexibility, resourcefulness, patience and tenacity. Your resolve shines brightly as a symbol of hope and optimism. It is admirable. And it is inspiring.

Of course, you did not make this journey alone. We also recognize the faculty who deepened your knowledge and enabled you to see the world from new perspectives. We acknowledge the counselors, tutors, advisors, librarians, coaches and support staff who championed you at every turn. And we appreciate the family, friends and loved ones who encouraged you, uplifted you and supported you along the way. Please remember to thank these important people and let them know how much their support means.

This celebration marks a new beginning for you – a time to commence a new life, filled with opportunities and prospects made possible by your degree from the California State University.

With this rite of passage we call “commencement,” you will join a dynamic, global network of more than 4 million CSU alumni. They are a remarkable force for good, and I am certain your addition to their ranks will multiply their contributions to our communities, to our state and to the world. I ask that – in the Cal State spirit – you use the knowledge, skills and personal qualities you have developed to work for justice, seek opportunities to foster equity and always uplift and empower others. Stay connected to your campus and look for ways to give back. And whenever possible, support future generations who aspire to follow in your footsteps.

On behalf of the entire California State University, again, congratulations.

Sincerely,

Jolene Koester, Ph.D.
Interim Chancellor
Office of the President

Dear Graduates:

Congratulations on earning your Cal Poly Pomona degree or credential! This achievement is a testament to your determination and unwavering commitment to reaching your goals. Your success is also a tribute to the family members and friends who have supported you.

Today, all of us celebrate your commencement with great pride and honor for having been a part of your journey. Tomorrow, you embark on the next chapter of your lives. Please remember all that you have learned here at Cal Poly Pomona — and carry with you the lifelong spirit of creativity, discovery and innovation in all your future pursuits.

Ultimately, your success will be measured not by the accolades you receive but by your impact on the world around you. Therefore, I implore you to use the education you received here as a tool for positive change, to apply your talents in your work and in your community with integrity and compassion. Use your knowledge and skills to lead us to a brighter future for all!

Meanwhile, always remember those who have supported you throughout your journey. Cherish your family, your friends, your professors, your mentors — the entire campus community. We are all incredibly proud of you. Stay connected with us; now that you are Cal Poly Pomona alumni, you will serve as essential sources of inspiration and mentors for future students.

And so, again: Congratulations, graduates. You have made us proud, and we cannot wait to see the extraordinary things you will achieve and the difference that you will make in the years to come.

Sincerely,

Soraya M. Coley, Ph.D.
President

Office of the Provost

Dear Graduates:

Congratulations on reaching this incredible milestone in your academic journey! On behalf of Cal Poly Pomona’s faculty and academic staff, I am honored to celebrate your achievements and share in your joy.

As you leave our campus, I urge you to reflect on the crucial role that our faculty and staff have played in shaping your growth and development: passionate, dedicated professors who challenged you in the classroom and committed advisors who guided your academic and career choices.

In the days, months and years ahead, I hope you will remember the lessons taught by these mentors. You may pay it forward as a source of inspiration and guidance for others. As you continue to learn and grow, I am confident that you will go on to do great things in the world!

Once again, congratulations on your graduation, and best wishes for a bright and prosperous future! Go Broncos!

Sincerely,

Jennifer L. Brown, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs
ACADEMIC HONORS

A gold cord indicates graduation with academic honors. Cal Poly Pomona grants honors upon baccalaureate graduation to students who have demonstrated academic excellence throughout their higher education careers. Honors are designated by the abbreviations below for those who graduated Fall 2022, or applied for graduation for Spring and Summer 2023. Honors are contingent upon final grades.

Summa Cum Laude (SCL) 3.80-4.00  Magna Cum Laude (MCL) 3.65-3.79  Cum Laude (CL) 3.50-3.64

JULIAN A. MCPHEE AWARD

The Julian A. McPhee Award recognizes the “founding president” of Cal Poly Pomona. For more than 35 years, McPhee provided dedicated service and enlightened leadership to the people of California through his commitment to higher education. While President of Cal Poly at San Luis Obispo, McPhee established a southern branch of the college in 1938, on donated Voorhis School for Boys property in San Dimas. This branch ultimately attracted the attention of cereal magnate W.K. Kellogg. In 1949 Kellogg generously donated his famous Arabian Horse Ranch, leading to the eventual expansion of what we know today as Cal Poly Pomona. McPhee was the president of both campuses from 1938 until his retirement in 1965. He helped set the learn-by-doing educational foundation upon which the current institution continues to build.

The McPhee Award includes a certificate and medallion and is presented to one student from each college in recognition of their outstanding contributions. The Award is made possible by an anonymous donor who worked alongside McPhee during the rapid post-World War II growth of Cal Poly Pomona.

DON B. HUNTLEY COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
- Jillian Henson

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
- Gabriel Chaidez
- Genesis Galan Diaz

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND INTEGRATIVE STUDIES
- Sophia Pellmann

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
- Minh Chau
- Joyce Chiu
- Noor Halabi
- An Nguyen
- Rachel Sarmiento

COLLEGE OF ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
- Piper Bridgman
- Sophie Johnson

COLLINS COLLEGE OF HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
- Adrian Laksmono

COLLEGE OF LETTERS, ARTS, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
- Rocio Padilla

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
- Serly Teymoorian
- Mya Do

LIVE STREAM

Friends and family members unable to attend today’s ceremony are invited to view live video streaming on their computers at home, and watch “live” with a slight delay. To see the live on-demand video, please visit www.video.cpp.edu and follow the link to today’s ceremony. In addition, each ceremony will be archived at this site for future viewing.
Commencement Ceremony

Mace Bearers

DON B. HUNTLEY COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
Dr. Lisa Kessler

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Dr. Rita Kumar

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND INTEGRATIVE STUDIES
Dr. Heather Taylor

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Dr. Uei-Jiun "UJ" Fan
Dr. Mohamed Rafiquzzaman

COLLEGE OF ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
Dr. Lauren Bricker
Professor Alyssa Lang

COLLINS COLLEGE OF HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
Dr. Don St. Hilaire

COLLEGE OF LETTERS, ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Dr. Elli Menounou
Dr. Tatiana Pumacchaua

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
Dr. Ken Hansen
Dr. Alex Small
Mr. Sebastian Mireles (Honorary)

National Anthem
Presented by Students:
Magali Zuniga Garcia, Kyle Nacalaban Kibic, Mauro V. Macias
And Vocalist: Andrea Press

Dean Welcome
Soraya M. Coley, PH.D., President

Presentation of Julian A. McPhee Honor Awards

Presentation of Honorary Doctorates

Commencement Speaker

Presentation of Provost Faculty Awards

Presentation of Doctor of Education Degrees

Presentation of Master Degrees

Presentation of Baccalaureate Degrees

Dean Closing

List of Candidates
This program does not constitute an official list of degrees granted. It includes names of those who graduated Fall 2022, or applied for graduation for Spring and Summer 2023. Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this listing. We extend our apologies to anyone whose name, designation, or degree is incorrectly listed or who was inadvertently omitted.
Dear Graduates,

Congratulations on earning your Cal Poly Pomona degree! As you begin this new phase in life as Huntley College alumni, I encourage you to participate in our alumni association chapter and to give back serving as a mentor to future graduates, return to the classroom as a speaker, facilitate internships at your place of employment, or support the college in other ways.

As you celebrate this accomplishment with friends and family, I wish you much success in your careers and look forward to hearing about your accomplishments.

Martin F. Sancho-Madriz, Ph.D.
Don B. Huntley College of Agriculture
Interim Dean

Yvonne Rentmeester
‘95 Food Marketing and Agribusiness Management
Director Quality Assurance
Sprouts
Guest Speaker

DON B. HUNTLEY COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

Summa Cum Laude (SCL) 3.80-4.00
Magna Cum Laude (MCL) 3.65-3.79
Cum Laude (CL) 3.50-3.64

PRESIDENT’S SCHOLARS
Angela Katherine Bishop
Vivian Ivanca Huynh
Ying Wang

RONALD E. MCNAIR SCHOLAR
Elvis Garcia Jr

KEITH AND JEAN KELLOGG HONOR COLLEGE
Kevin Francisco Corona
Maranda Nicole Ugalde Hernandez

YooSool Choi, AMM
Lydia Chan, AMM
Hayley Christensen, AMM
Priscilla Janice Cifuentes, FN
Amanda Anastasia Clark, PLT
Jessica Rachel Cohen, AMM
Eduardo Contreras, PLT
Kevin Francisco Corona, ABM
Andrea Renee Coronado, FST
Daisy Corral, FN
Melissa Arlene Corral, FN
Anaceli Viterbo Cortes, AGS
Luis Fabian Cortes, PLT
Jessica Lissette Cortez, AVS
Giselle America Cruz, AMM
Maureen Isabel Cruz, AVS
Reynia Cruz, FN
Elizabeth Cruz Gomez, AMM
Ismael Miguel Cueva, ABM
Amanda Ann Czubakowski, AGS
Lucy Augusta Dancy, AMM
Anne Ding, FST
Hannah Danielle Daughlas, FN
Briana Alexis Davalos, AVS
Melanie Julissa De La Hoya, AMM
Megan Alexis Deiss, AHS
Angelica Pangilinan Del Rosario, FN
Fanchesa Mae Gutierrez De La Pena, AVS

Yaelle Sophia Lee

Class of 2023

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE
Arianda Emily Cass
Gabrielle Louise Walker
Tammy Lee Peters
Zakiya Amali Eshe Poole
Javier Patricia Ramirez
Tony Marie Simplifexnder
Tinggun Chen
Melanie Hercules
Jasmine Huynh
Julia Teami Kim
Anel Samiento Mariano
Nanette Lee Ros
Jolene Kristine Wong
Lara Maria Amat-Kiakaz
Brittany Lyn Moreland
Timothy Allen Rice
Matthew Martin Schwebel
Lillian Pon - En Wang

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INTERNATIONAL APPAREL MANAGEMENT
Larissa Benigno Stoarine Boet
tala Chaar
Alma Consuelo Gutierrez
Lauren Ashley Lloyd
Jeanette Luna
Carolina Medina
Diamond Caputo Scott

BACCALAUREATE DEGREE CANDIDATES
Charlotte Chloe Abbott, AVS
David Abundis, AMM
Randy Abundis, FN
Erika Acosta, AVS
Melody Amber Aguirre, FN
Samanta Maria Alaniz, AVS
Rachel Ann Alarcon, AMM
Alexandra Farias Alcalde, FN
Tatiana Alcaraz, AVS
Eliana Irmary Alejo, AGS
Lyl Castillo Alfafara, AMM
Salam Alkhalil, AMM

Raul Philippe Alvarado, AVS
Karina Martha Elena Alvarez, PLT
Isabella Grace Anaya, AMM
Jody Nicholas Anders, AVS
Sara Anderson, AHS
Leilie Aquino, AMM
Cindy Evelyn Arana, FN
Monique Arellano-Acosta, AHS
Melissa Ivette Argueta, AVS
Joshua David Arias, AMM
Alejandra Arranga, FN
Chantel Annette Arredondo, FN
Kaitlyn Alyssa Arrington, AVS
Karina Arroyo Chavez, AMM
Tiffany Atlanta, FST
John Leon Avantapolopoulus, AVS
Yasmine Asad, AVS
Genevieve Lynette Alfonzo Munoz, AGS
Elvira Christabel Atmadja, FST
Patrick Austin, FST
Ivana Mariana Avancena, AMM
Eleanor Rose Ayevens Brennan, FST
Alysa Aguilar Baca, AMM
Melanie Lynned Baedor, FN
Kayla Baik, AMM
Kunwar Bains, ABM
Jessica Feka-Wan-Peck Bapak, AMM
Amir Lei Banks, FST
Pedro Banuelos, FN
Jocelyn Olivia Barajas, AVS
Nicholas Barba, ABM
Tomás Jacob Barba, AGS
Mia Danne Beentjes, AMM
Cheryl Eileen Belanger, PLT
Marche Erik Betts, FST
Anaiz Quitin Beltran, AVS
Angelina Rae Benavides, AGS
Bernadette Skyee Benton, FN
Jasen Berg, PLT
Christine Berry, AVS
Michelle Marie Berry, AVS
Victoria Marie Berry, AMM
Stori I Berryman, AMM
Gaelle Maela Bertrand Bocande, AMM
Natari Boparaj, AVS
Luzamila Bonilla, FN
Melissa Evi Borbon, AGS
Ashley Renee Borchert, AMM
Xena Bose, AGS
Kyle Christopher Bozzetto, ABM
Logan Jeffrey Bracy, AVS
Jameson Beckley Bradford, PLT
Jacob Michael Bregman, AGS
Tyler Trong Bui, AVS
Raleigh Dolan Bar, FST
Samantha Cabacang, AVS
Kayla M Cabral, FN
Jose Cabrera, AGS
Jordan ORyan Cabrinha, AVS
Anthony Christopher Calderon, FST
Justine Nicole Calderon, AMM
Vanessa Marie Campa, ABM
Jose Elias Campos, FN
Anthony Canoco, ABM
Jaylene Herrera Cano, AVS
Vanessa Caman, AGS
Christopher Daniel Capodiec, FN
Agustina Caraballo, FST
Roger Steven Carroll, PLT
Kyle Carney, PLT
Libby Elaine Carthew, PLT
Emily Castillo, FN
Eveling Obdeth Castillo, PLT
Ashley Castro, AMM
Samantha Cristina Castro, AMM
Ashley Dennesis Cea, AVS
Yanelli Marisol Centro Flores, ABM
Xena Nacole Chacon, FN
Evan Daniel Chan, FST
Justin Jong Chan, FST
Samantha Nicole Villar Chan, AMM
Mia Raeanne Chaphimiam, AVS
Serena Lian Chavez, AVS
Iwankee Chen, AMM
Li Hsin Chen, FN
Winnie Chen, AHS
Jacqueline Angie Cheng, AVS
Cantie Cheung, FN
Daisy Abigail Chi, AGS
DAVID SUNGJAE CHO, FST
Pauline Hieyoung Cho, AVS
Alvin L Choi, FST
Jody Nicholas Anders, AVS
Karina Arroyo Chavez, AMM
Tiffany Atlanta, FST
John Leon Avantapolopoulus, AVS
Yasmine Asad, AVS
Genevieve Lynette Alfonzo Munoz, AGS
Elvira Christabel Atmadja, FST
Patrick Austin, FST
Ivana Mariana Avancena, AMM
Eleanor Rose Ayevens Brennan, FST
Alysa Aguilar Baca, AMM
Melanie Lynned Baedor, FN
Kayla Baik, AMM
Kunwar Bains, ABM
Jessica Feka-Wan-Peck Bapak, AMM
Amir Lei Banks, FST
Pedro Banuelos, FN
Jocelyn Olivia Barajas, AVS
Nicholas Barba, ABM
Tomás Jacob Barba, AGS
Mia Danne Beentjes, AMM
Cheryl Eileen Belanger, PLT
Marche Erik Betts, FST
Anaiz Quitin Beltran, AVS
Angelina Rae Benavides, AGS
Bernadette Skyee Benton, FN
Jasen Berg, PLT
Christine Berry, AVS
Michelle Marie Berry, AVS
Victoria Marie Berry, AMM
Stori I Berryman, AMM
Gaelle Maela Bertrand Bocande, AMM
Natari Boparaj, AVS
Luzamila Bonilla, FN
Melissa Evi Borbon, AGS
Ashley Renee Borchert, AMM
Xena Bose, AGS
Kyle Christopher Bozzetto, ABM
Logan Jeffrey Bracy, AVS
Jameson Beckley Bradford, PLT
Jacob Michael Bregman, AGS
Tyler Trong Bui, AVS
Raleigh Dolan Bar, FST
Samantha Cabacang, AVS
Kayla M Cabral, FN
Jose Cabrera, AGS
Jordan ORyan Cabrinha, AVS
Anthony Christopher Calderon, FST
Justine Nicole Calderon, AMM
Vanessa Marie Campa, ABM
Jose Elias Campos, FN
Anthony Canoco, ABM
Jaylene Herrera Cano, AVS
Vanessa Caman, AGS
Christopher Daniel Capodiec, FN
Agustina Caraballo, FST
Roger Steven Carroll, PLT
Kyle Carney, PLT
Libby Elaine Carthew, PLT
Emily Castillo, FN
Eveling Obdeth Castillo, PLT
Ashley Castro, AMM
Samantha Cristina Castro, AMM
Ashley Dennesis Cea, AVS
Yanelli Marisol Centro Flores, ABM
Xena Nacole Chacon, FN
Evan Daniel Chan, FST
Justin Jong Chan, FST
Samantha Nicole Villar Chan, AMM
Mia Raeanne Chaphimiam, AVS
Serena Lian Chavez, AVS
Iwankee Chen, AMM
Li Hsin Chen, FN
Winnie Chen, AHS
Jacqueline Angie Cheng, AVS
Cantie Cheung, FN
Daisy Abigail Chi, AGS
DAVID SUNGJAE CHO, FST
Pauline Hieyoung Cho, AVS
Alvin L Choi, FST

Pooya Ferasati, AVS
Cristian Hector Fernandez, AMM
Raul Fernandez, FST
Hope Elizabeth Figueroa, FN
Devin Fitzgerald, AMM
Piper Fluegge, PLT
Molly Anne Forsyth, AVS
Justin DeWayne Foster, AMM
Karen Rae Foster, AVS
Cassandra FraGa, AVS
Noelle On Frasher, AVS
Guoxi Fu, FN
Khloe Galvez, AVS
Courtney Susann Gumpulos, AVS
Brenna Marie Garcia, AMM
Elvis Garcia Jr, FST
Jazzmin Charmaine Garcia, AVS
Luis Angel Garcia, AVS
Margot Manuela Garcia, AVS
Yazel Alexis Garcia, AVS
Daniel Leonardo Garcia Rojas, AVS
Ashanaraj Singh Garha, AVS
Emily Sharon Geiger, AVS
Kristin Danielle Gerick, AGS
Angel Lene Pimentel Go, FST
Megan Alexis Deiss, AHS
Katherine Michelle Golden, ABBM
Joshua Raul Gonzalez, AVS
Lizbeth Gonzalez, AHS
Alondra Gonzalez Moreno, AMM
Gabriela Alejandra Gonzalez Paragua, AVS
Kailani Grant-Currie, AVS
Carrie Gregory, AGS
Natalie Elizabeth Gregoryan, AVS
Evelyn Gurnola, FN
Lizbeth Gutierrez, AHS
Ariana Jessica Hadaegh, AVS
Nathalia Hipolito Hay, FN
Fatimah Yasmin Hamadeh, AVS
Cindy Hantraosong, AMM
Melissa Harris, AVS
Emily Claire Harrison, AVS
William Hedrick, ABM
Jillian Marie Henson, AVS
Brandy N Hercules, AMM
Hector E Hernandez, FST
Maranda Nicole Ugalde Hernandez, AVS

Don B. Huntley College of Agriculture
Nicholas Luis Hernandez, FST
Sara Carolina Hernandez Ayala, AVS, MCL
Wemer Steven Hernandez De Leon, AVS
Ilanna Martha Herrera, FN
Hannah Hidy, PLT, CL
Michelle Anta Hiller, AMM
Kristyn Sayyur Hyake, AMM, SCL
Winnie Hoang, AGS, SCL
Briania Tevi Horty, FST
Jiawei Huang, AMM
Jiaying Huang, AMM
Lina Huang, FN
Ashley Marie Huerta, FST
Christina Quang Le, AVS
Brian C Lau, FN
Samantha Olivia Langarica, AVS
Paul Minh Lam, FN, MCL
Samantha Oliva Langarica, AVS
Brian C Lau, FN, SCL
Kawai Lau, AVS, SCL
Christopher Quang Le, AVS
Alaska Faye Le Brun, AVS
Yaelle Sophia Lee, FN
Ava Makena Leighninger, AMM
Araneci Lemus-Carrera, AVS
Glen Thomas Lestvik, ABM
Ashtyn Lewis Lewis, AVS, CL
MINHAO LI, AVS
Minjun Liang, AMM, CL
Alexander Lee Lin, AVS, MCL
Andrea Prasetya Linanda, FST
Kelsey Ann Litt, AVS
Irinia Llamas, FN
Kelly Loo, AGS, MCL
Ani Lopez, AVS, SCL
Andrea S Lopez, AVS
Gretta Sofia Lopez, ABM
Matthew Ernesto Lopez, PLT, CL
Armando Luna, PLT
Caillin Ann Luna, AVS
Vanessa Eunice Luna, AVS
Kevin Tuong Kiet Luong, PLT
Faith Alexandra Lusinisky, AMM, SCL
Janette H Ly, PLT
Andy Lyu, PLT
Suzette Macias, AVS
Sofia Madrid, AGS
Christopher Maghakian, PLT
Haley Thanh Nhi Mai, AMM, SCL
Angie Maldonado, AMM
Madelyn Alexandra Mangold, AVS
Parker Samson Mangold, AVS
Rodrigo Manzo, PLT
Kimberly Yvette Marquez, AGS
Angel Guadalupe Martinez, AMM
Angelina Martinez, FN
Ruben Martinez III, AMM
Nathalia Martinez Flores, MCL
Melissa Martinez-Meja, AMM
Amber Irene Matamoros, AVS
Travis Logan Mathieu, PLT
Sara Virginia McClane, AVS
O'Neill Alfonzo Michelos, SCL
Chloe Elain Modige, AVS
Abina Medina, FN
Samantha Nicole Medina, AGS
Savannah Medina, AMM
Wilhelmina Bukyud Medina, AVS, CL
Alanie Megan Mejia, AVS
Megan Melander, AVS
Elizabeth Ann Melot, AHS
Antonio Tony Mendez, PLT, CL
Sidney Roslyn Mendez, AVS
Carlos Joel Mendoza, FST
Britney Clarivel Menjivar, FN
Bryan Daniel Mendenhall, AMM
Ivy Clarivel Menjivar, FN
Kiana Panginanbin, AVS, MCL
Pauline Patrisha Pare, AVS
Dhansha Malay Patel, AVS, MCL
Ariana Patino, FN
Ashley Maria Pedraza Velazquez, AVS, CL
Raymundo Pena Jr, FST
Janadel Jeunesse Baltazar Penafiel, AVS
Kristin Jean Penales, AGS
Perla Peralta, AHS
Emreito Jose Perez, FN
Vanessa Gisele Perez, AMM, SCL
Maricela Pernum, AMM
Jacie Ha Pham, AVS, CL
Chrissy E Pineda, AHS, CL
Emily Lissette Pineda, AGS
Victoria Elizabeth Place, AVS
Julia Karyl Posa, AGS
Hannah Victoria Potter, AGS
Richard Spencer Preston, PLT
Nicola Alexandra Proano, AVS
Jonathan Damian Puga, AHS
Laura Citaly Pulido Mendoza, ABM
Alyna Quach, FST
Carmen Quang, AVS
Dantin Radke, FST
Nicole Rahovan, AVS
Teju Kint Ramani, AVS
Bianca S. Ramirez, PLT
Justin Ramirez, FST, AMM, MCL
Natalie Alyse Ramirez, AVS, SCL
Samantha Gisselle Ramirez, AVS, MCL
Tianna Rayne Mandarino Ramos, AMM
Marisa Marie Rangel, AHS, CL
Emmanuel Razo, PLT
Jessica Alanis Razo, AGS, MCL
Julian David Regino Morales, FST
Samantha Nelimarina Reyna, AHS
Lucas Elliot Ribaran, AMM
Allison Leigh Richards, AHS
Trusten Jose Robles, FST
Dear CBA Graduates,

Congratulations on joining fewer than 50,000 individuals in the world regarded as alumni of Cal Poly Pomona’s College of Business Administration. They’re in prominent boardrooms and hidden in secret government agencies. Today, it’s with great pride that I, as the Interim Dean and a CBA alumna, welcome you to that select group.

Prosperity awaits. As technology shrinks the world, new industries emerge daily. Only ambition separates dreams from achievements. And while tools will change, remember the learn-by-doing spirit engrained into every Bronco graduate will always be in demand.

Class of 2023, on behalf of the entire College of Business Administration, congratulations! Enjoy celebrating your remarkable achievements with your loved ones and supporters.

Larisa Preiser-Houy, Ph.D.
College of Business Administration
Dean

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTANCY

Allan Jhen-Nan Cheng
Andrea Gutierrez
Jamie Elizabeth Hidalgo
DooHee Kwon
Young Ran Lee
Star Amorolia
Genia Bohi
Vanessa Carbayago Castro
Jonathan Castro
Merced Raymundo Confreras
Kimberly Ann Cortez
David M Diaz
Denise G Diaz
Phung Thi Ngoc Doan
Anthony J Flores
Lan Ha
Claudia Patricia Hernandez
Vanessa Hernandez
Don Reshaml Hetti Arachchi
Calvin Wilmot Jackson
Mar Khalil Louh
Crystal Lu
Jeffrey R Lumbres
Jiamin Luo
Trisha Van Mai
Jeannette Martinez
Jacqueline Negrete
Hoang Ngi
Jaymin N Patel
Adam Rafael Padron
Nguyen Natalie Pham
Marvin Ramirez
Liliana Malte Ramos
Cesar Romero
Xiaxiang Shi
Manuel Terorrio
Stacey Tian
Kevin Michael Van Linge
Stephanie Kaiser Wai
Han Zuo
Antonio Jesus Ahumada
Nardine Etemawy
Anastasia Friedman
April Renee Galvan
Hannah Yeasul Ha
Jimmy Huang

DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Jeremy Lawrence
Denzel Chelsey Perez
Saffiya Zahra Sheikh
Jessica Cherise Young

DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION HONORS COLLEGE

Justin Quach
Emily Allision Quinton
Nhi My Tran

KEITH AND JEAN KELLOGG HONORS COLLEGE

Amy Katherine Brubeck
Emily Han
Karen Jazmin Irbe Garbany
Emily Yuka Morris

May Naing
Anthony Orellana
Jose Ortiz
Emily Allision Quinton

Summa Cum Laude (SCl) 3.80-4.00
Magna Cum Laude (MCI) 3.65-3.79
Cum Laude (Cl) 3.50-3.64

CLASS OF 2023

SINGELYN Graduate School of Business

PRESIDENT'S SCHOLARS

Irina Grigorian
Christopher A. Hallman
Jose Ortiz

KEITH AND JEAN KELLOGG HONORS COLLEGE

Madison Elizabeth Skipp
Kevin Zheng

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS

Rene Gutierrez
Christopher Arthur Hallman
Johnny Michael Hensley
To-Van Bach Hoang
Allison T Hung
Ahmad Ibrahim
Abal Ilaif
Zhao Jiang
Amairani Jimenez Guzman
Mehdi Karim
Amrita Priya Kaur
Katie Michelle Kennedy
Mashaad Rahim Khan
Omar Kilany
Rodney J Kim
Jean-Pascal Francis Kingman
Yuan-Ni Ku
Amisth Prakash Lal
Nicol Lynn Larson
Alyssa Le
Kharn Leong
Kwok Hay Lee
Rina Lee
Jordan Liu
Christian Lu-LaPope
Erik Joseph Maldonado
Oscar Marquez
Deborah Abigail Martinez
Lorenzo Antonio Martinez
Maribel Medel
Victor Medina
Marwan Omar Metwally
Krist Mlenkov
Joe Miller
Kenna Ann Miller
Marc-Lorenz Garcia Miranda
Jeannette Miranda Mojica
Jessica Mora
Ryan Winton Myers
Jazmin Esperanza Ortega
Eddie Michael Osegua
Dante Solmonon Palacio
Monique Chantal Payan
Elaine Phan
Zoey Giang Phan
Jamie Ann Phillips
Luciana Ponce de Leon
Freddy Eduardo Pulido
Pann N Pyone
Jenny Theresa Ramos
Genessis Alicia Rascon
Faramaz Rashidi Sharifabadi
Paulina Dalis Reat
Marian Esmat Riccilla
Arianita Noemry Robbins
Diego Rojas
Brillian Rusli
Anthony Saikaly
Maryam Elizabeth Salekh
Clarissa Sanchez
Caitlin Erin Sanderson
Zohany Sandoval
Victoria I Santara
Joe Ashish Sharma
Kailtin Nicole Sherwood
Manelle Shrock
Marjorie Singh
Margriet Situmeang
Magdalena Tapia
Judith Marie Telian
Harout Ter-Papyan
Patak Thakur
Chrysanthu Thomas
Amanda Patricia Thompson
Leo Valdes
Cole Roberts Vandigileen
Imani Nicole Williams
Dana Wu
Natalie Yaghjian
Chun-Chiu Yang
Karen Yi
Aarun Ya Lun Young

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Ana Duong
Raquel Ladeb Espiritu
Christian Gonzalez
Miguel Luis Gotoa
Anuj Gupta
Nancy L Hahn
Faria Haque
Cheuk Hei Ho
Lan Huang
Yunzhu Jin
Sanjay Bhatari Kajool
Yung Yen Lau
Norberto Limon Jr
Julian Lin
Leandro Gabriel Maldonado
Hai-Yun Meng
Tomas Morales
Carlos Eduardo Neri
Nancy Ngo
Eric Nguyen
Giang C Nguyen
Jolly Igoche Ogboele
Gabriela Lizbet Perez
Matheus Ragghianti Correio De Garcia
Monika Raghvansthah
Tyler Paul RIch
Setareh Sadat Seyed Foroottan
Kanwarpreet Singh
Scott Darryl Street
Peter S Talk
Sahil Jinesh Talsanra
Uymeng Tang
Nhi My Tran
Phoebe Phung Tran
Thai Thanh Tran
Harshita Vallamsetty
Mirth Nang Yong
Alan Wen
James Edward Wilson
Kelley Yao
Chun Ju Yu
Wanjian Zhai

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DIGITAL SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

Oluoshola Olaniyi Barkole
Tzu-han Kao

GEoffrey Okamoto
‘08 Computer Information Systems
Managing Director
Goldman Sachs
Guest Speaker
On behalf of the faculty and staff of the College of Education and Integrative Studies, I offer my heartfelt congratulations for your achievement. Your degree is more than the sum of the courses you’ve taken; it is evidence of having learned to think critically when confronted with issues, to analyze and respond to challenges, and to channel your ideals and values in making the world a better place. It is quite an accomplishment. We know that you are prepared for the responsibilities placed upon you and we are thrilled to see you reach this new level of achievement.
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GUEST SPEAKER

PRESIDENT’S SCHOLARS
Mishelly Mia Lopez

KEITH AND JEAN KELLOGG HONORS COLLEGE
Kathleen Stacy Ramirez

DOCTORAL DEGREE IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Aileen Gendrano Adao
Annette Aragon
Beatriz Arias Garcia
Kristin Juliana Arriaga
Joshua R Bilbrey
Danielle Louise Caro
Markandeya Covin
Brooke Gildea
Lorena Gonzalez
Brooke Jaiden De La O, ECS

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
Daisy Acosta
Jose Javier Aldana
Jordin Danielle Anderson-Parks
Hannah Ruth Bauer
Novera Aziz Bux
Joanna Luz Cisneros Flores
Amy Sue Gutierrez
Lizbeth Hernandez
Zonia Elizabeth Hill-Richardson

Nancy Thu Lee
Maria Jose Lopez Solis
Ryan Hail Liu
Sara Yvette Montanez
Amanda Villalobos Pedroza
Erica Rivera Reyes
Maria Alejandra Somocro
Anna Y Wong
Shengnan Zhang
Andrea Rose Delgado
Maritza Duenas
Brian Julio Lopez
Trent Michael Speier
Shuyan Huang
Zoria Elizabeth Hill-Richardson
Lisandra Garcia
Louise Lochhead
Javier Armicar Martinez
Lydia Mary Pershing
Kelly Christina Quinonez
Stephanie Rose Torres
Jordan P von Fleckles

BACCALAUREATE DEGREE CANDIDATES
Gina Marie Adame, ECS
Sandra Michelle Adams, ECS, SCL
Michelle Viola Akkai, LCS
Diana Aicantar, LS
Catherine Alejandra Alfaro, LS
Keila Alfaro, ECS
Hans Michael Akira Almyost, LS
Erik Anthony Alvarez, LS
Catelyn Marie Arroyo, ECS
Giselle Alvarez, LS
Juliana Laura Alvarez, ECS, CL
Alesha Dezire Arevalo, LCS
Natalie Arroyo, ECS, CL
Lara Adel Attalla, ECS
Ariana Ayers, ECS
Kassandra Y Badilla, LS
Jessica Ashley Banuelos, ECS, CL
Andrea Daniela Barreto, ECS, CL
Cheyenne Bell, LS
Pablo Juan Benavides, LS
Natalie Jessica Berk, LS
Jillian Marie Berry, LS, CL
Cristina Betancourt, LS
Jessica Nadine Bixler, LS
Molly Sue Bocanegra, ECS, CL
Hayley Bowman, LS
Kylee Christine Brandt, LS, MCL
Ashley Marie Brookman, LS
Cecilia Buenrostro, ECS, SCL
Neil Brandon Badig Buce, LS, CL
Giselle Burgos, LS
Yazmin Adriana Cabrera, ECS
Kail Ann Cadima, LS
Jayda Maria Camarillo, ECS
Monique Diana Camarillo, ECS
Margarita Canchola, ECS, MCL
Samantha Marie Cano, LS
Anissa Rose Carido, CL
Graciela Cardenas, LS
Sasha Alexis Cardenas, LS, SCL
Elvia Elizabeth Cardiel, ECS
Cynthia America Carlos-Sanchez, ECS
Alia Carrillo, LS
Nomli Carrillo, LS
Adriana Castaneda, LS
Dominic Castanov, ECS, CL
Maria Consuelo Castillo, ECS, SCL
Catelyn Marie Costello, ECS, SCL
Jeannette Christine Castro, ECS
Tabitha Inez Cerda, LS
Hannah Chacon, ECS
Chloe Danielle Chikiri, LS
Jennifer Coburn, ECS
Karla Paola Conteras, LS
Katelyn Victoria Conteras, LS
Perla Jeanette Contreras Ruiz, ECS
Belén Cruz Corona, ECS
Marina Guadalupe Covambias, LS, CL
Natalie Elizabeth Covambias, LS
Daliors Irene Cruz, LS
Leticia Curel, LS
Peyton B Danks, LS
Brooke Jaeden De La O, ECS
Anadina Yamileth De Niz Pelayo, ECS
Adilene Delgado-Peralta, LS
Rachel Dentler, LS, MCL
Cristal Diaz, ECS
Emily Dominguez, LS
Lorena Sanchez Dominguez, ECS, SCL
Shavonne Mae Duke, ECS
Elizabeth Ann Duncan, LS
Jose Miguel Duran, LS
Jasselle Eileen Echevarria, LS, MCL
Sabrina Edeaza, LS
Lauren Elizabeth Eldon, ECS, MCL
Brooke Ellis, LS
Melina Khadja Esmili, LS
Leila Joy Trumpeta Espirosa, ECS, SCL
Daisy Espinoza, ECS
Emily Fademi, LS
Brooklyn Marie Farrell, ECS
Ashley Nicole Ferrer, LS
Alondra Jatbthresh Flores, ECS
Amie Leanne Flores, ECS
Janelly Maritza Flores, ECS
Jennifer Flores, LS
Perla Berenice Flores, LS
Crystal Fonseca, LS
Carolina Franco, LS, CL
Jazmyn Savannah Franco, LS, SCL
Dayana Frausto-Vargas, LS
Marisol Frias, ECS, SCL
Katelyn Rae Fuentes, ECS, MCL
Marianne Giselle Maximio Galang, LS
Denise Gamba, LS, MCL
Demi Anya Garcia, LS, MCL
Emily Garcia, LS
Isabel C. Garcia, LS, MCL
Erica Lynn Gardia, LS, CL
Isaac Anthony Gillespie-Rodriguez, LS
Alyssa Coreen Gomez, LS
Carlena Andrea Gonzalez, ECS
Abigail Gonzalez, ECS
Dezree Ski Gonzalez, ECS, MCL
Lidia G. Gonzalez, ECS
Maika Gorman, LS
Montserrat S Grajeda, LS
Eden Guibenko, LS
Daisy Guerra, ECS
Natalie Rose Guerra, LS
Simon Guerrero, LS, CL
EVELYN GUIDO, ECS
Heidy Gunawan, ECS
Shiyi Guo, LS
Anthony Vincent Ha, LS
Lynda C Hall, LS, MCL
Rebecca Hansen, ECS, CL
Neeku Hassanzadeh, ECS, SCL
Dana Jarely Hernandez, ECS
Jasmine Del Carmen Hernandez, ECS
David Joaquin Herrera, ECS, CL
Maria Estella Hesse, LS
Claire Hoppock, LS
Vanessa Huertas, ECS
Allisa Genevieve Hunter, ECS
Miranda Eden Ibarra, LS
Ramses Jacobo, LS
Dayna James, ECS
Amanda Marie Jimenez, ECS
Edwin Jimenez, LS
Dulce Karina Jimenez Maldonado, LS
Andia Juarez-Isidro, ECS
Gemma Inn Jung, ECS, CL
Emmalee Kihlfer, LS, MCL
Lisa Marie Kerton, LS
Rachel Kim, LS, SCL
Sofia Emily King, ECS, SCL
Theresa Diane Lalor, LS
Vanessa Lara, LS
Natalie Layseca, LS, MCL
Dalia Gabriela Lazaro, ECS
Guadalupe Lazaro, ECS
Jennifer Lopez, ECS
Jonathan Lopez, LS
Juliet Jade Lopez, LS, SCL
Mishelly Mia Lopez, LS, MCL
Maria Nayeli Lopez Garcia, ECS
Jocelyn Jasmine Loreto, LS
Halley Amel Luckert, LS
Lissette Lucero Lupian, LS
Monica Mary Macias, LS, CL
Mya Francesca Macias, LS
Olivia Rose Mahan, LS, CL
Asmaa Sakib Mahmood, ECS, SCL
Arianna Rose Maleto, ECS
CREDENTIAL RECIPIENTS

ADAPTIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION
De La Rosa, Victoria
Guadalupe Gutierrez, Edvin Griego
Gutierrez, Tatiana Patricia
Kim, Esther Shim
Mendez, Claudia Antionio
Oh, Seok Jun
Renteria, Cesar Antonio

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
Abii, Kathryn
Aguw, Cei
Arellanes, Yemina
Black Shillito, Christie
Brunel, Catherine
Cabral, Cristina
Carlos, Eric
Castillo, Janet
Chacon, Amparo
Clarkson, Alycia
Covarrubias, Rebecca
Dahstrom, Michelle
Davis, Peter
Delvaux, Lena
Diamond, Michele
Gabuardi, Alicia
Garcia, Lorraine
Garcia, Steven
Garnett, Lisa
Guerra, Emily
Hart, Jonathan
Hisel, Michael
Jahain, Ann-Marie

Lara, Cynthia
Macias, Corinne
Malcora, Jessica
McNabb, Troy
Mori, Elizabeth
Pate, Theresa
Purdy, Eleanor
Reyes, Brianne
Reyes, Victoria
Rhoades, Justin
Rivera, Blenda Lynn
Rivera, Anne
Romero, Fernando
Ruiz, Edna
Sassi, Lamaya
Silva, Cynthia
Srinivasan, Vinodhini
Tellez, Renee
Timmaz, Shahar
Treecewan, Paul
Valenzuela, Alejandro
Velasek, Luz
Whiter, Elizabeth
Yang, Mingchen
Zamora, Raquel

MUNOZ, Kassandra Irene
Walker, Gabrielle Louise

ENGLISH
Dababneh, Sabrina
Ellis, Brooke
Farias, Rodolfo
Garby, Ashley
Hernandez Jr, Rigoberto
Hernandez, Serena Elena
Kunch, Alyssa Diana
Marquez, Emily Joslin
Obasi, Emeka Ezechinyere
Park, Jason Joowoon
Ramos, Jocelyn
Rojas, Evelyn Joannah
Serrato, Ashley Marina
Spriggs, Madison Riser
Stone, Gregory Robert
Tang, Samantha Ashley
Tran, Michelle
Valenzuela, Jessica Irene
Velasco, Giovanni Daniel

FOUNDATION LEVEL GENERAL SCIENCE
Mackessy, Stephen William
Wong, Wilson

MATHMATICS
Aguilera, Erick Manuel
Barnes, Ashley Elizabeth
Campos, Cynthia Guadalupe
Castillo, Michael Edward
Chau, Benson

Monique Brianne Ramirez, ECS
Karen Michelle ramirez gutierrez, ECS
Gabriel Ramirez Jr, ECS
Margie Nicole Ramirez Ramos, LS
Amanda Ramirez, ECS
Jocelyn Rangel, LS
Michelle Guadalupe Rangel, LS
Armando Raygoza, LS
Cruz Stephanie Razo-Morono, LS
Danielle Alexis Reo, LS
Arlene Reyes, ECS, CL
Kimberly Joceilyn Reyes, LS
Monica Rivera, LS, CL
Zoey Sarena Danielle Solot Robertson, LS
Adel Robles, LCS
Cassandra Robles, ECS, CL
Karen Alexis Rodriguez, LS
Edith Guadalupe Rodriguez Guatemala, ECS
Brenda Lizabeth Rojas, LS
Hector Hugo Rojas, LS
Lisa Romano, ECS
Lizbeth Rosado, LS
Natalie Rosas, ECS, MCL
Cori Helen Rosen, ECS
Alexis Brianna Rombouts, ECS
Guadalupe Lizeth Ruelas, LS
Lidia Carolina Ruiz, LS
Valerie Jalitza Ruiz Vazquez, LS
Heidi Marie-Lynn Salas, LS

Megan Salas, ECS, SCL
Reyna Lizzane Salazar, LS, CL
Shantali Salcedo, LS
Kathleen Torres Salcepuedes, ECS
Jasmin Salcido, LS
Valeria Salgado, LS, MCL
Zuleyka Salgado, ECS
Carina Salgado-Alvarez, LS, MCL
Carmen Denise Santiana, LS
Oscar Santiago, LS
Jasmine Santizo, ECS
Jadynne S Santos, ECS, SCL
Madeline Santos, ECS
Stephany Saucedo, ECS
Samantha Anne Conzon Schneider, ECS
Kimirin Memories Scurlock, ECS
Parvati Shahi-Bista, LS
Johna Raye Shipley, ECS, CL
Malinay Aliene Sierra, ECS, MCL
Alicia Ann Simon, ECS
Jessica Rene Smallley, LS, CL
Naomi Workhu Smith, ECS
Alyah Solis, LS
Irma Elizabeth Solis, ECS
Samantha Nicole Solis, ECS
Leyla Sosa, LS
Angel Soto Salio, LS
Haley Elizabeth South, LS, MCL
Victoria Stout, ECS
Irma Rychanne Stroud, LS, SCL

Kailyn Ashley Swafford, ECS, SCL
Caroline Fannette Sweet, LS, CL
Chloe Elizabeth Swoboda, LS, CL
Danee Leilani Tagaloa, LS
Christina Darlene Toland, ECS, CL
Erika Torres, ECS
Kimberley Marie Upton, LS
Alyssa Brianna Valdez, LS
Yesenia Palomeras Valdez, ECS
Sofia Vallejo, LS, CL
Valeria Vallejo, LS
Esmeralda Vargas, LS
Andrea Marie Vasquez, ECS, CL
Giovanna Giselle Vasquez, ECS
Destiny Larie Velasco, LS, MCL
Jaime Veiz, LS
Jocelyn Lizeth Victorino, LS, CL
Daryl R Velma, LS
Samantha Joyce Vildosola, LS
Ely Jasmin Villapalando Gonzalez, ECS
Angel Sayed Villasana, LS
Sally Villasenor, ECS, CL
Alyssa Rose Wake, LS, CL
Jeremy Wayne Weber, ECS
James Paul White, LS
Dylan Franklin Wonders Trepl, LS, CL
Kandace Lou Wong, LS
Shinuyo Youn, LS, SCL
Esther Yu, ECS, CL

Lewis, Ryan Christopher
Love, Teresa
Macias, Raquel
Manjut, Serena Tasonoem
Montoya, Stephanie Kassandra
Mora, Beatriz
Moreno, Presley Hunter
Olivez, Brianna Maya
Olvera, Alyssa Maria
Ord, Kelsey Elsbeth
Parker, Brent Christopher
Pfeifer, Brandon J
Rodriguez, Elisa
Roman, Brenda
Salazar, Reyna Lizzane
Seeker, Hannah Marie
Smalley, Jessica Rene
Trevino, Amanda Marie
Villa, Steven Guillermo

MODERATE/SEVERE DISABILITIES
Amaya, Ana Lydia
Coleman, Desiree Lynn
Gomez, Vanessa
Hammond, Christy Carmen
Hilt, Caroline
Magallanes, Hector Fidel
Martinez, Erick
McCarthy, Madison Paige
Morales, Lisa
Orosco, Serena Aileen
Steco, Alison L
Upton, Kimberly Marie
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MULTIPLE SUBJECT INSTRUCTION</td>
<td>Alcantara, Wendy Astrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anderson, Kristyn Dyane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arenas, Amanda Grace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basma, Nadine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bhatka, Hemali R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blakeley, Madison Nicole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bonilla, Bernice Birtheah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boydston, Letica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brown, Kayfi Marie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bux, Novera Aziz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Campos, Jennifer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carthan, Alyssa Loraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Casillas, Joselin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Casillas, Pamela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Castellon, Cassandra Rose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cervantes, Jazmin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cheng, Isabella Jiehua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>De La Rosa, Valerie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Del Real, Teresa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estrada, Zenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feiker, Linda May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Felix, Selina I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fernandez, Gloria Linda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flores, Megan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flores, Stephanie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flores, Valeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fossum, Sheryl D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Franklin, Aleah Nicole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Garcia, Bianca Marie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gonzalez, Rebecca Christine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gonzalez, Jessica Karina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guerrero, John Albert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Han, Eunice S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haskins, Katherine Ashby Fowler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hayden, Courtney Easedale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hernandez, Samantha Delfina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Herrera, Kaitlyn Ann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Him, Holly Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Holcomb, Taylor Leigh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ignacio, Keana Rae Ora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keams, Corey Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kelley, Makenzie Danielle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Krent, Maria Lola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kochergen, Michelle D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kuan, Nelson Carseung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lai, Sally Diep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lara, Danielle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lopez, Brittany Marie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lopez, Juan Manuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lopez, Veronica P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maciel, Anna P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medrano, Ashley Nicole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moncayo, Victoria Rose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moran, Brenda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ngo, Rosie Nh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nuno, Jennifer Alexis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O’Neil, Dominic Mandel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peltomas, Karen Grace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perez, Karen Vanessa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pineda, Margarita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ramirez, Kaylee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recendez, Ana C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sanchez, Monica Del Carmen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semancik, Alex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spencer, Tiara Maya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telliez, Johan Stephanie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tew, Ariel Kaitlyn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Torres, Angel Marina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Valle, Clarissa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Van Riel, Emily Lynn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weston, Baylee Nicole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wiko, Oiza Danielle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winkler, Madeline Terese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Música, Hallie Leilannah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hart, Brandon Fred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mascorro, Jose Alejandro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Física, De La Rosa, Victoria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gutierrez, Estefany Grisel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gutierrez, Tatiana Patricia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kim, Esther Shim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neff, Bryce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O’Hearn, Jun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ramirez, Andres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Renteria, Cesar Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Science, Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barrera, Erica Jeneae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Groharing, Eve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ibarra, Jessica Michelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Johnson, Allison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marquez, Jennifer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Universe, Orion Ikigai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Verduzco, Daniella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geografía, Guadalupe, Nadia Victoria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reyes, Brandon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Física, Barone, Grant Tomasano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brown, Alexander William</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Davis Jr, David John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lozano Jr, Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Science, Alanis, Nicholas Anthony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Campos, Emanuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cigar, Michael Charles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crescánto, Brandon, Mario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Culver, Thomas W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hernandez, Andrew Isaiah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hudson, Chandler James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hurtado, Anthony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jauregui, Anthony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Larreta, John Milton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magana, Yulisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Martin, Bridget Shannon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Muro, Michael Mauro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nazarowski, Joseph Alan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nelson, Ryan Earl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neto, Adam Carlos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Panagopoulous, Dimitri Salvatore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perez, Andy Rolando</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reuter, Emily Luisa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruffer, Nicholas Ryan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Santillan, Mia Dolores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sprague, Connor James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tenerielo, Vincent Francis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urquiza Toledo, Jorge L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Villa, Damien Daniel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Younus, Paressa Nicole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Español, Aguilar, Katherine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arzola, Lourdes Arlyn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barba, Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Berriz, Daniela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Camacho Raudales, Asusena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chaji, Laura Valeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contreras-Barajas, Aveli Betsay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leon, Margaret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Martinez, Gilberto Ruiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Melendez, Katele Lisbeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ochoa Vazquez, Sandy Berenice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raya, Maria Angeles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On behalf of the faculty and staff in the College of Engineering, congratulations! The degree you are earning is the result of years of hard work and determination. Your academic accomplishments are to be truly celebrated and today we honor you! Your diploma will signal to the world that you have a deep understanding of your discipline and can solve hard problems. Please remember the people who helped you get here—faculty, staff, fellow students, and family. Upon graduation you will forever be part of the Bronco family. We are all proud of you and can’t wait to see what you will accomplish next!

Alison A. Baski, Ph.D.
College of Engineering Interim Dean

KEITH AND JEAN KELLOGG HONORS COLLEGE
Cameron Abdoh
Christopher Mitchel Alexandre
Bryanna Marie Boster
Soledad Cardenas
Chad Allan Carlile
Joanna Celeste Comejo
Carol Corona-Sanchez
Zachary Ernest Gaines
Michael Monlong Gee
Noor Rachid Halabi
Jose Raul Hernandez-Romero
Paige Ashley Jodoin
James Kenneth Johnson
Arya Prafal Joshi
Ana Cecilia Jurado
Timothy Evan Lucey

Hadasa Yosef Reyes Lagos
Christan Alejandro de la Cruz
Ethan Evander Rodriguez
Luis Alberto Silvar
Henry Moises Sommer
Mario Jesus Toner
Cameron Reid Weigel
Jason Jonathan Yu

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Joseph Almeida
Umbra Borda
Adrian Richard Cardona
Reanna Nicole Cervantes
Alba Luz Delgadillo
Nizelle Owais Fajardo
Raul Arthur Gonzalez Jr
Nathan Robert Kobrine
Rashed AlMarzooqi, IE
Rama Jafar Alsheikh, CE

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS ENGINEERING
Joseph Almeida
Umbra Borda
Adrian Richard Cardona
Reanna Nicole Cervantes
Alba Luz Delgadillo
Nizelle Owais Fajardo
Raul Arthur Gonzalez Jr
Nathan Robert Kobrine
Rashed AlMarzooqi, IE
Rama Jafar Alsheikh, CE

BACCALAUREATE DEGREE CANDIDATES
Maribell Francisco Abayhon, ME, CI
Channing Abbott, ME
Shawley Ayad Abdellah, ME, CI
Cameron Abdoh, ME
Matthew Abramov, ME
Hussam M Abulhaj, CI
Loay Abushaban, EE
Hamza Omar Abutaibli, ME
Jaron Kyle Acoron, EE
Wale Edward Adatona, ME
David Matta Agaybi, ME
Nathan Leandro Agrosio, ME
Aidan Agredano, CHE
Roxana Aguilar, IE
Rew Aguilar Aguilar, CHE
Osvaldo Aguilar Chavez, ME
Jessica Aguilara, ME, CI
Orlando Bismark Aguilara, ARO
Itzel Mizzole Aguillela De La Cruz, ME

Brenee Aguirre, ARO
Denise Aguirre, ME
Jonah Isaiah Aguirre, EE
Ami Haasmuk Arir, ME
Augustine Kukiin Ahn, CI
Sanita Aynas, ME, MCI
Salim Al Awar, ME
Khader Alakroush, IE
Mohanad Alami, CI
Andrew Cory Valenzuela Alamo, ARO
Mario Alvis, EE, CI
Anthony Isaiah Aloncia, EMSE
Ramon Jose Baradaci Alcaraz, CHE
Christopher Mitchel Alejandro, ME
Bryan Xavier Alfarro, CHE
David Philip Poja Alfonso, EMSE
Sharafaddin Alioho, IE, CI
Zenabi Ali, CE, MCI
Emam Alijase, ARO
Diana Alkeine, ME, MCI
Sham Alkhouri, CE
Rashed Almarzooq, IE
Aaroh Almede, CI
Rakan Ahmed Almoomani, ECE
Rand Alabd, ETC
Luis Enrique Lopez Alonzo, CI
Eesra Yum Alotaibi, IE
Mohammed A Alaabawbi, CI, ECL
Rama Jafar Alsheikh, CE
Andres Alvarez, ME
Daniel Alvarez, EMSE
Eli Anthony Alvarez, CI
Jamie Janneth Alvarez, ME
Priscilla Alvarez, CE
Alexis Alvarez Morales, CE
Jared Emilio Amancio, CI
Dheli Singh Amar, EMSE
Cade Everest Ammann, CHE, MCI
Anthony Luca Anderson, IE
Ashley Kathleen Anderson, ARO
Dulani Anderson, ESET
Trevor Scott Andrus, ME
Shramm Jannat Antoque, ARO
Aaron Jason Apricoto, ECE
Tyler Jon Apil, ME

CLASS OF 2023

Ronald E. McNair Scholar
Ryan Robert Sandovan
Tristan Scharfenstein-Montgomery

President’s Scholars
Arya Praful Joshi
Karina Slayth Kress
Brian Alexandra Rittel

Degree of Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering
Luke S. Babich
Allan David Ramos

Degree of Master of Science in Civil Engineering
Ektra Emelina Trabanino Ramirez
Andria Britannie De La Cruz
Kaneem Scarlett
Felix Chidudem Awojo
Sophia Bui
Talar Galoustian
Bruna Borges Lioti
Andrea Darlene Pelayo
Brooke Elizabeth Roper
Aden Jess Tessman
Hager W DaWoody
Mercedeh Famili
Sandy Elizabeth Babich
Reece Timothy Casmere
Fausto Cattani
Intan Cervantes

Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Taka Aris
Juan Junior Avila
Kenji Barri
Dhruval DiperinKumar Bhatt
Oscar Daniel Bonilla
Chi Yang Chiu
Chris Chu
Mohammed Muzammil Enam
Chung He
Muhammad Zahid Kamal
Sean Taylor Koeppke
Vidhi Lakhan
Jinhua Chao
Yong Bong Lee
Mark Douglas McGory
Melvin Alonzo Ralf II
Christian Anthony Ruvalcabala
Vehanoush Shahjahi
Zaven Shishkoyan
Sandro Souvannakoumane
Alvin Mad Youssef

Degree of Master of Science in Engineering Management
Justin Corpus Albaro
Ryan Powell

Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Pavithra Sitalie Trambadia

Degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Omar Quawaid
Youself Sawires
Ryan Allan Saumau
Suchith Sudhir Chethana
Dennis Wong

Degree of Master of Science in Materials Engineering
Jaeijon Joshua Bae
Armando Ramirez Coronado
Logan Benet Galligos
Kentaro Fujimoto Lin
Kevin Robles
Harjot Singh
Nicholas Eugene Ury

Degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Josefina Almeida
Umbra Borda
Adrian Richard Cardona
Reanna Nicole Cervantes
Alba Luz Delgadillo
Nizelle Owais Fajardo
Raul Arthur Gonzalez Jr
Nathan Robert Kobrine
Rashed AlMarzooqi, IE
Rama Jafar Alsheikh, CE
Congratulations on achieving this milestone! Your hard work and dedication have been inspirational, particularly in the face of the challenges posed by the pandemic. Your resilience and perseverance have been remarkable, and we are all proud of your achievement. This success would not have been possible without the support of your family and loved ones, who have been there for you every step of the way. Remember to thank them for their unwavering support. Take a moment to appreciate your instructors, who have provided you with a strong foundation of knowledge and skills for your future careers. They have been flexible and understanding of your needs during this challenging period. Also, remember to thank the staff members at ENV, who have supported you in your day-to-day life. They have been an essential part of your success, and you deserve their gratitude.

We hope you will stay in touch and keep ENV in your thoughts as you embark on your next journey. Once again, congratulations, and we wish you all the best for a bright future!

Dr. Mary Anne Alabanza Akers
College of Environmental Design
Dean
Dear Collins College Graduate,

Congratulations! You did it! Graduating from the Collins College of Hospitality Management is a significant accomplishment and we, your faculty and staff, are so very proud of you. You have so much to look forward to and we can’t wait to hear about it, so please, as you make your way in the world, let us know what’s going on. Take advantage of the Collins Alumni Society to stay connected and stay close to your Collins College family.

You got this! The hospitality industry world awaits your leadership!

Yours in Hospitality,
Margie Ferree Jones, Ph.D.
Interim Dean

Javier Cano
Area General Manager,
Los Angeles
Marriott International
Guest Speaker

THE COLLINS COLLEGE OF HOTEL MANAGEMENT

Summa Cum Laude (SCL) 3.80-4.00  Magna Cum Laude (MCL) 3.65-3.79  Cum Laude (CL) 3.50-3.64

CLASS OF 2023

PRESIDENT’S SCHOLARS
Inna Grigorian
Sara Siu

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
Ana Karen Barrera
Darrin Boroaah
Nan Chen
Nisha Yogesh Chhaya
Ilania Covarrubias
Haneka Goto
Kevin Haddadin
Gino Gabriel Kapukui
Heather Estrillita Kingsbury
Yun Li
Makayla J Lux
Anshul Mehta
Thu Nguyen Chieu Phan
Sosse Kathrina Sabounjian
Xiyao Song
Zhao Xing

BACCALAUREATE DEGREE CANDIDATES
Kristian Paul Camaquin Agdeppa
Nefaly Aguirre
Lansford Atkinson
Daniel Christopher Aston
Evan Matthew Alfonso
Daniel Min Ahn
Neftaly Aguirre
Kristian Paul Camaquin Agdeppa
Rebecca Ann Becerra
Katherine Beatriz Beatty
Seunghyeon Bae
Maricela Avina I
Kayla Atkinson
Darius Christopher Aston
Irina Grigorian
PRESIDENT’S SCL

22
Dear Class of 2023:

On behalf of the College of Letters, Arts, and Social Sciences, I extend our heartfelt congratulations. You have been exceptional representatives for CPF. I have no doubt that you will continue to serve as worthy ambassadors by building upon our reputation for excellence.

Your faculty have guided you in developing critical thinking skills, complex problem solving, and clear and effective communication. You understand people, social, political, and economic systems. We trust that your lives will continue to be enriched by an appreciation of literature and the arts, and by an understanding of the past, so you can participate in creating a wonderful future.

Go and make the world a better place; come back and share your adventures. You are part of the Cal Poly Pomona family – you make us proud – and you will always be welcome here.

With Kind Regards,
Dr. David Horner
Interim Dean

**COlLEGE OF LETTERS, ARTS, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES**

**President’s Scholars**
- Samantha N. Felix
- Ryan Alan Lutz
- Reka Nadia Majid
- Maya E. Monges-Hernandez
- Hailey Elle Peterson

**Degree of Master of Science in Economics**
- Christian Elijah Edmond
- Kyle Anthony Eldert
- Brian Guerrero
- Daniel Duy Nguyen
- Dustin Ross
- Xiaoan Zhang

**Degree of Master of Arts in English**
- Nourhan T Abdellatif
- Hector Carrillo
- Kathy Mikela Hovsepian
- Chase Evan Jones
- Srinath Shank Kyan
- Hugo Aaron Lopez
- Salma Aide Lopez-Orozco
- Susana Raquel Merlos
- Nicholas Cameron Murray
- Alyssa Madison Ottman
- April Sofia Vazquez
- Carlos Erick Chavez
- Anthony Correa
- Lisa Gleen Dettelbach
- Kevin Joseph Aquino McDonagh
- Audrey R Navarro
- Bryan William Nelson
- Michelle Shay O’Brien
- Karina Dominique Ruiz
- Amber Lynn Karen Shepherd
- Sabrea Ruthann Sparrow
- Sue-Jin Lee
- Nicholas Thierry Menor
- Sara Ruiz Hirita

**Degree of Master of Science in Psychology**
- Natalie Marie Betschart
- Alexis Roxanne Blacketer
- Vicky Chan
- Alexis Renee Dunson
- Silvia Ramona Escobedo
- Alyssa Maria Gloria
- Audriana Marie Gregorio
- Ryan Todd GrosJean
- Madison Lyn Labella
- Elizabeth Lopez
- Ashley F McComb
- Rachael Juliette Ponce
- Andrew Alberto Reyes
- An Iuliana Simon

**Degree of Master of Public Administration**
- Ariana Lynne Atzall
- Kate Katsuhiko
- Lisa Renee McCarthy
- Irma Carmela Minamontes
- Maya E Monges Fernandez
- Monica Reyes
- Jacqueline Ann Rios
- Angela Marie Rovida
- Diana E Saldana
- Gabriela Sanchez
- Yenefir Isabel Say
- Ja’Londa Sharnell Watson

**Baccalaureate Degree Candidates**
- Giulia Arianna Abbamonte, COM
- Giancarlo L Abrego, HST, CL
- Derek Christopher Abkeniaren, PHL
- Ilbeth Areceved, SOC
- Clara Lucia Acosta, TH
- Veronica Acosta-Carrillo, HST
- Melissa Jackie Azuza, ENG
- Tyler Austin Adventif, CRM
- Gabriela Agarie Cuevas, PLS
- Jessica Aguayo, PSY
- Alexis Amber Agual, ANT, SCL
- Alexis Marie Agual, PSY
- Andrea Agual, PSY
- Angelica Agual, CRM, CL
- Beatrix Aguila, SPN, MCL
- Vivian Agual, TH
- Brenda Agual Flores, SOC
- Krystal Anne Aguinaldo, SPN, SCL
- Naomichi Agurime, PLS
- Whitney Alyssa Agustin, COM, CL
- Juanael Hernandez, PSY, SCL
- Amudhuwnapo Ruth Alingeboi, PLS
- Karta Alainis, SOC, CL
- Kelly Leigh Alba, PSY
- Sydney Marie Albertson, PSY
- Alexander Alouoz, PSY
- Jillian Karima Albright, PSY, SCL
- April Yvette Alcala, SOC
- Maris Patricia Alcala, HST, MCL
- Rommel P Alcantara, COM, CL
- Maria Laura Alcaraz Vargas, ANT
- Maria De Jesus Alejo, PSY
- Destiny Nicole Alenam, SOC, MCL
- Melanie Lupe Alfaro, PSY
- Patricia Alfaro, CRM, MCL
- Jose Daniel Agular, CRM
- Cole Jackson Allen, COM
- Robert Charles Alman, GEO
- Michelle Almanza, PSY
- Francisco Almeda, COM
- Salma Almusalim, PLS, MCL
- Annie Alvarado, PHL, CL
- Gennady Alvarado, PSY
- Jennifer Nicole Alvarado Paiz, PSY, CL
- Adrian Alfonso Alvaro, SPN
- Anikka A Alvarez, MUS, SCL
- Natalie Alvarez, SOC
- Romario Alvarez, PSY, MCL
- Vanessa Jazmin Alvarez, GEMS
- Carlos Amariillas, CRM
- Karina Jesus Araya, SOC
- Isaiah Jared Ambriz, HT
- Brandon Anaya, XSTS
- Mario Cooper Angeles-Cruz, CRM, SCL
- Brenda Anh, SOC
- Alexis Amri Antunes, SOC
- Leidy Antuntes, PHL, MCL
- Daisy Anaar Anzu, PSY
- Nada Sofia Aponte, MUS, SCL
- Daniel Riley Apier-Prodger, MUS
- Nahum Araya, PLS
- Richard Arce, SOC
- Joshua Patrick Arceo, ANT
- Dylan Kumar Archer, HST
- Daniel Fernando Archilopez-Ponce, ROC
- Karina Arellano, SOC
- Lillian Denise Arellano, SPN
- Yaneira Yanet Arellano Perez, ENG
- David Jorge Arroyo, PSY, SCL
- Mariah Del Carmen Argomaynez, PSY
- Alexis Arguelles, SOC, CL
- Ashley Nicole Arias, SOC, CL
- Christopher Mauricio Arias, CRM, SCL
- Claudia Veronica Arias, TH
- Raul Arias J, GEO
- Christopher Madison Arnold, PSY
- Destiny Marie Armpo, MUS
- Alexis Aroyo, PSY
- Irene Elizabeth Arzate, PLS, SCL
- London Paige Astin-Stranher, CRM, MCL
- Janelle M Asti, TH
- Julia Anne Audoma, CRM
- Kayla Lelani Avalos-Garcia, CRM
- Oscar Avelar, SPN, CL
- Donya S Avery, ENG
- Alyson R Avila, PSY
- Evelin Avila, ENG, SCL
- Joseph David Avila, MUS
- Lorena Avila, SOC
- Sherly Avila-Salas, PSY, MCL
- Andrea Avina, PSY
- Destiny Irene Ayina, TH
- Grace Marie Avina, PHL, CL
- Natalie Avina Lopez, PLS
- German Perez Azumun, EC
- Zeina Baba, ENG
- Ryan VinhTuChi Baffoni, HST, SCL
- Cindy Azucena Bahena, ENG
- Nigel Lee Bailey, PSY
- Kendra Baker, PSY
- Giannm Ball, PSY
- Alyssa Danielle Banuelos, PSY
- Carolina Banuelos, SOC
- Julissa Banuelos Baneos, CRM, SCL
- Aaityah Marie Eve Barajas, COM
- Jesus Barajas, PSY, MCL
- Michael R. Barbo, EC, SOC
- Maria Barboza, SOC
- Russell W Barrett, EC
- Precious Sylvia Barrera, PSY, SOC
- Samuel Joseph Barrera, ENG, MCL
- Stephanie Myriam Barrios, PSY
- Chris Luis Basulto, ENG
- Addison Etienne Bates, GEMS
- Eyan E Bault, EC, CL
- Vanessa Isela Bautista, HST
- Mariem Becerra, SOC, CL
- Perla Crystal Becerra, PSY
- Rachel Elizabeth Belcher, CRM, MCL
- Sarah Camille Bellafrij, LPS
- Dalai T Bell, CRM
- Jennifer Bellman, PSY
- Briza Denise Beltman-Lasa, PLS
- Sabrina Noelie Benedicito, SOC
- Maya Elena Berdeja, COM
- Samantha Jean Berkson, ANT GEO, CL
- Ahdiana Teresa Bertero, MUS
- Bienvenida I Asuncion Billedo, GEO
- Francine Nicole Bills, MUS, MCL
- Giuseppe Blass, SOC
- Reymundo Bobadilla, COM
- Joseph A Boccocucci, ENG
- Wyatt Bock, COM
- Sean Tristan Bokor, ENG
- Sarah Emma C. Bing, ENG
- Vanessa Monique Bonilla, SOC, CL
- Patricia Solorzano Bojquen, SOC
- Jennifer Borja, HST
- Tala Crystal Borja, CRM
On behalf of the faculty and staff of the College of Science, I offer you my sincere congratulations. Whether you choose to enter the workforce immediately or continue your studies, you will find that your education at Cal Poly Pomona is valuable and relevant. Please remember the people who helped you get here. Faculty, advisors, staff, fellow students, and family and friends. We are so proud of your accomplishment! When you graduate, you become a permanent part of the Cal Poly Pomona family. Please stay in touch with us. I know you will accomplish much and impact the lives of many. Good luck!

Alison A. Baski, Ph.D.
College of Science
Dean

College of Science

Summa Cum Laude (SCL) 3.80-4.00
Magna Cum Laude (MCL) 3.65-3.79
Cum Laude (CL) 3.50-3.64

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Kimberly Acosta
Homero Wilfredo Aguilar
Brett C Arre
Krystal Elizabeth Audibert
Rachel Elise Bookrath
Alexis Melissa Boyd
Breann Kathleen Brown
Kristen De La Torre
Jade De Souza-Canal
Ayah Elsamad
Larissa Amanda Fields
Jennifer Belen Flores Moreno
Brenda Eugenia Fuentes Calderon
Levon Gevorgyan
Justin Jone-Yin Ho
Audrey Shannon Johnson
Hylkison Jung
Meera Caitlin Kelley
Alexandra Bruennel Koedel
Meera Caitlin Kelley
Alexandra Bruennel Koedel
Elizabeth Michaela Libhar
Jessica I Martinez Romero
Xandren Azure Drake McCleary
Brett Michael McKelvie

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
Juan Aldaco Jr
Romualda Aquino
Carlos Enrique Gutierrez
Christ Marie Luard Larino
Christian Alexander LeRue
Salvador Mazza
Pedro Molina-Portillo
Kasia Anna Rand
Zachary Xiong Tam

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Ammar Arif
Ali Hamza Arif
William Antonio Baires
Nicholas Joseph Baron
Mea Shota
Casey Lynn Cannon
Juan Ceja Vargas
Connor Hickar Chase
Jill Ding
Mason Tyler Godfrey
Daniel Mikko Grubn
Chau A Huey
Saira Subhash Jadhav
Hoang Phuong Thanh Le
Chun Cheng Lee
Seungjun Lee
Ying Li
Wan Suk Lim
Dianne Flancia Lopez
Jasmit Singh Mahajan
Nikita Suresh Mattingly
Nila Nayar
Rahul Nagarajan
Justin Pulido
Noah Thomas Renella
Monica G Say Guerra
Antoine Louis Si
Shubhrosh Singh
Ashok Kharvarethi Suryadevara
Michael Tang
Malemmana Thokchom
Darnish V Thumar
Nyth Udomekamelie

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY
Dr. Richard Rodriguez
70 Biology
(Retired) Physician/Healthcare Executive
Guest Speaker

Dr. Richard Rodriguez

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN GEOLOGY
Carey Kuang-Ruey Chang
Casey Elizabeth Barnett Cleaveland
Jose R Gonzalez
Andrew Klesh
Ashley Nicole Rivera
Pouria Salemi

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN KINESIOLOGY
Chariza Eve Byrd
Mina Hussam Channomou
Nicholas Andrew Escobedo
Carol Godinez
Jessica Ivanah Llanas
Sarah Ann Pearce
Hollie Marie Rosas
Thilini Wirikingarachchi
Gabriel Isaiah Zapata
Jessica Lynn Carlson
Alejandro Chavez
Laura Contreras Ballesteros
Claudia Antonia Mendez

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS
Connor Lee Adams
Ricardo Xavier Aguila
Christine Anderson
Ryan Gabriel Aniceto
Ana Quetzaltz Alazar Echeveste
BIOE, CHM

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
Abhishek Vangipuram
Kevin Trungthia Vo

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN GEOLOGY
Paulina Hoang
Maya Mahmoud Kasfy Prytherch
Vahram Khachikyan
Shih Iuen Lin
Yool Jeshedha Mena Zamacona
Liti Mlchtchan
Eric Daniel Muro
Duyen Hanhminh Nguyen
Seth Richard Torres Ricarte
Hector Ruiz
Evan Joseph Scheerer
Daniel Cao Silva
Brian Sou
Jamie Lauren Thomas
Michael Romy Thompson
Kevin Alain Tsal
Joao Valerio Campos Teixeira
Joshua Charles White
Lawrence Wise
James-Michael Hamilton Yates II

BACCALAUREATE DEGREE CANDIDATES
Miro Abdaiian, CS , MCL
Ghasaan Abdulhadi, BIO
Larkinda Parakrama Abeyrenghe, MATH
Nayla Noeml Abrego-Reyes, CHM
Carolina Abundes, CHM
Jonathan Daniel Aceron Salini, BIO
Jonathan Singh Acosta, BIOT
Aisling Acute, PHY
David Ryan Acuna, KIN
Aidun Antonio Adams, KIN, CL
Garrett Tae-lee Adams, CS
Dana F Aguilar, BIO, MCL
Samantha Jewell-Agler, KIN
John Anthony Aguilera, CHM
Cesar Aguilara Bernabe, KIN, CL
Miranda Analiese Agustin, KIN, MCL
Stephanie Ajmo, BIO, SCL
Notubali Patrick Akunwafo, BIO
Yara Ali Mashhuri, BIO, SCL
Kanem Alabai, KIN

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
Juan Aldaco Jr
Romualda Aquino
Carlos Enrique Gutierrez
Christ Marie Luard Larino
Christian Alexander LeRue
Salvador Mazza
Pedro Molina-Portillo
Kasia Anna Rand
Zachary Xiong Tam

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
Abhishek Vangipuram
Kevin Trungthia Vo

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY
Paulina Hoang
Maya Mahmoud Kasfy Prytherch
Vahram Khachikyan
Shih Iuen Lin
Yool Jeshedha Mena Zamacona
Liti Mlchtchan
Eric Daniel Muro
Duyen Hanhminh Nguyen
Seth Richard Torres Ricarte
Hector Ruiz
Evan Joseph Scheerer
Daniel Cao Silva
Brian Sou
Jamie Lauren Thomas
Michael Romy Thompson
Kevin Alain Tsal
Joao Valerio Campos Teixeira
Joshua Charles White
Lawrence Wise
James-Michael Hamilton Yates II

BACCALAUREATE DEGREE CANDIDATES
Miro Abdaiian, CS , MCL
Ghasaan Abdulhadi, BIO
Larkinda Parakrama Abeyrenghe, MATH
Nayla Noeml Abrego-Reyes, CHM
Carolina Abundes, CHM
Jonathan Daniel Aceron Salini, BIO
Jonathan Singh Acosta, BIOT
Aisling Acute, PHY
David Ryan Acuna, KIN
Aidun Antonio Adams, KIN, CL
Garrett Tae-lee Adams, CS
Dana F Aguilar, BIO, MCL
Samantha Jewell-Agler, KIN
John Anthony Aguilera, CHM
Cesar Aguilara Bernabe, KIN, CL
Miranda Analiese Agustin, KIN, MCL
Stephanie Ajmo, BIO, SCL
Notubali Patrick Akunwafo, BIO
Yara Ali Mashhuri, BIO, SCL
Kanem Alabai, KIN
Noe Adrian Albarran, BIO
Nicholas Kenta Albin, KIN
Ana Quetzaltz Alazar Echeveste, BIOE
Fernando Javier Alfaro, CHM
Evam Alis, PHY
Logan Christopher Allen, BIO
Eid Mohammad Almahairi, KIN, CL
Sarah Michelle Alpuche, GSC
Taylor Lee Alquilet, BIOE
Chelsey Alvarado, KIN
William Orlando Alvarado, GSC
Alexandra Suzanne Alvarado, BIOE
Joshua Alvarez, MATH
Umer Anin, CS
Katherine Marie Anderson, BIOE
[Continued]
ACADEMIC DRESS

According to the American Council on Education, the origins of academic dress date back to the 12th century, when universities were taking form. It wasn’t until the late 19th century that American institutions agreed on a standard form of dress. A code was adopted in 1895 and is followed today by most institutions in the United States.

GOWNS: The bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves while the master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrists. The doctor’s gown has an oblong sleeve and is adorned with velvet panels on the front and with cross bars on the sleeves. Gowns are always black, with a few exceptions for doctoral robes and for students receiving special honors, such as the green robes worn by those receiving the Julian A. McPhee Award.

HOODS: signify the subject and the institution awarding the degree. They are worn by those with an advanced degree. According to tradition, the length of the hood worn for the master’s degree is three and one-half feet and for the doctor’s degree, four feet. The hoods are lined with the official color or colors of the institution conferring the degree. The binding or edging of the hood is velvet or velveteen, and the color identifies the subject to which the degree pertains.

CAPS: In the United States, a black mortarboard is most commonly used, with the tassel on the right prior to awarding the bachelor’s degree. The tassel is in a color representing the discipline in which the degree is awarded.

TASSEL COLORS

AGRICULTURE
Maize

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Drab

HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
Lemon

EDUCATION & INTEGRATIVE STUDIES
Light Blue

ENGINEERING
Orange

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
Lilac

SCIENCE
Gold

LETTERS, ARTS & SOCIAL SCIENCES:

Anthropology, Behavioral Science, Communication, English & Foreign Language, Ethnic & Women’s Studies, Geography, History, Psychology
White

Criminology
Gold

Philosophy, Science, Technology & Society
Yale Blue

Music
Pink

Political Science
Peacock

Economics
Copper

Social Sciences
Cream
CONGRATULATIONS Graduates

Your Cal Poly Pomona Alumni Association Welcomes you to the Bronco Network!

NEW GRAD SPECIAL ENDS ON JUNE 15TH

STAY CONNECTED!
#cppalumni #cppbronco4life

@CPPAlumni
@CalPolyPomona

BECOME A MEMBER
JOIN TODAY!

Alumni & External Relations
(909) 869-2963
alumni@cpp.edu
www.alumnicpp.com